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1.  Executive Summary

●  The Wales Forest Business Partnership (WFBP) have   
 surveyed 55 Japanese larch sites across Wales and 
 estimate that 4.9 metre sawlogs make up 24% of 
 the total crop of 1.89 million cubic metres. This could
 produce around 1 million cubic metres of sawnwood or
 50,000 timber framed and timber clad three
 bedroomed houses.  Add in projected volumes of
 sawnwood from The Marches and these figures   
 increase to anything between 68,750 and 76,725   
 houses.

●  Welsh grown Japanese larch is currently being   
 converted at the BSW Newbridge on Wye sawmill into  
 a range of useful construction products including C16  
 structural material.

●  One of the most popular episodes of the ‘Grand
 Designs’ television programme ever broadcast   
 demonstrated the use of Japanese larch from   
 Wentwood Forest in the contemporary timber frame   
 dwelling ‘Fforest Lodge’. Woodknowledge Wales   
 (WKW) acted as consultants for this pioneering   
 project, demonstrating use of the MTG strength   
 grading tool. Calculations made at BRE England   
 showed that the larch easily surpassed C24 strength   
 grade.

●  Fforest Timber Engineering of Swansea manufactured  
 the larch open panel frames for the ‘Grand Designs’   
 project and their management team made the   
 decision to commence using homegrown softwoods   
 after processing the Wentwood larch in their factory.

●  The Wentwood larch was also used for much of   
 the internal joinery in Fforest Lodge including doors,  
 architraves, skirting boards and other details.

●  Carmarthenshire County Council Architects    
 department have invited WKW onto their design   
 team to advise on use of Japanese larch in a ground 
 breaking all timber Passivhaus school at Burry Port. 
 The design features a building with curved Dowellam/
 Brettstapel walls, a possible world first.

●  Welsh and English firms are now pioneering use of 
 homegrown larch in glulam.  WKW, with Napier 
 University and Forestry Commission Scotland, have
 initiated a new testing program for homegrown larch. 
 It is anticipated that yields of 50% C27 with 50% C16
 or 25% C35 with 75% C16 strength graded timber may
 be possible.  Higher strength grade larch will be ideal
 for glulam.

●  Welsh Softwoods in Construction published by WKW   
 in October, 2013 demonstrated that several    
 mainstream systems of timber construction could   
 utilise Japanese larch.

●  Discussions should commence with BSW Timber to   
 ascertain the possibilities of starting mixed grading   
 production runs of larch at their Newbridge on Wye   
 plant.

●  There are several innovative, entrepreneurial Welsh   
 firms capable of adding value to homegrown larch by
 utilising it in contemporary timber structures suitable  
 for the low carbon built environment.

 Researching activity elsewhere in the world, 
	 we	find	that:	

●  Japan has a massive under-utilised resource of 2.5   
 million hectares of Japanese larch (Larix kaempferi).  

●  The Japanese government is driving Japan’s timber   
 processing industry towards self sufficiency because   
 of the perception that log exporting countries are now  
 turning to added value processing.

●  Although the larch forest is massively under-utilised,  
 sawlogs in Japan are sold at roughly twice the price of  
 Japanese larch grown in Wales.

●  Japan’s government has implemented a forest   
 revitalisation plan in order to convert Japan from a
 ‘concrete society’ into a ‘wood society’; targets are 
 set for use of timber in all low rise public buildings.   
 Cost comparisons made by civil servants show no
  difference between concrete and timber buildings.

●  Japanese government and firms see conifer forestry   
 and utilisation of softwoods as essential to the   
 formation of a sustainable society.

●  There are several innovative buildings in Japan 
 pioneering use of Japanese larch in massive,   
 sophisticated structures, for instance the 80 metre   
 span Nagano ‘M-Wave’ stadium.

●  German SMEs such as Hess Timber Gmbh have   
 developed processes for manufacture of
  extremely sophisticated larch structural components
 for use in massive high performance, innovative   
 structures.

●  Japanese larch suitable for construction will    
 be available in Wales at highly competitive prices   
 when compared with imported material. There is an   
 opportunity to use this timber more creatively for the  
 benefit of Welsh economy. 
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2.  Introduction

The Wales Forest Business Partnership (WFBP) and 
Woodknowledge Wales (WKW) published their first version 
of a report on the topic Japanese Larch in Wales in 
2011. This study discussed possible outcomes from the 
Phytophthora ramorum epidemic in Wales, attempted 
to quantify the Welsh larch resource and presented 
findings from interviews with industry representatives. 
Also, relevant literature was reviewed in order to make 
recommendations for suitable applications with the view 
to increasing market share of value added products.

A few ‘next steps’ were tentatively proposed based 
around a consensus that had emerged from key players 
such as Welsh Government, Forestry Commission, 
Building Research Establishment and Wales Forest 
Business Partnership. It was generally agreed that the 
construction industry and its upstream suppliers (if 
enabled appropriately) would be best placed to use the 
high volumes of timber which are becoming available 
because of the Phytophthora epidemic. However because 
larch has properties desirable for joinery applications 
there is now a growing awareness of the potential for this 
species to be used in high value added markets such as 
window making.

Some suggestions from the original report have been 
taken up and WKW are now working with researchers 
at Edinburgh Napier University to broaden its scope and 
drive implementation of some key recommendations; 
for instance to generate new machine strength grading 
settings data. Now that Phytophthora ramorum is 
well established in Scotland and the infected area 
across Britain totals around 16,000 hectares (Forestry 
Commission, 2014), Forestry Commission Scotland and 
WKW are working together to drive uptake of Japanese 
larch into construction. Two companies, Clifford Jones 
Timber of Ruthin in north Wales and Buckland Timber 
of Crediton in Devon have serendipitously set up glulam 
production lines capable of utilising strength graded larch 
in laminated structural components for construction. 

It seems that some innovators within the private sector 
have now decided that value adding opportunities 
exist for further processing of homegrown softwoods 
for structural applications; when the first report was 
published this appeared to be problematical. A few 
smaller joinery firms have enquired with WKW about 
availability of larch suitable for window and door joinery 
but the small volumes likely to be used at present do not 
justify significant investment in research. 

However if a state of the art window manufacturing plant 
was to be established alongside a closed panel production 
plant then there could be potential for grading, selection 
and further processing of suitable material to take 
advantage of this higher value added market. 

Edinburgh Napier University and WKW will work in 
partnership to publish a new report to be ready by 
late 2014 which will include an analysis of value added 
applications and a section examining the new grading 
settings data and its implications. In the interim this 
progress report has been compiled. 

2.1  Welsh Softwoods in Construction

In October 2013, WKW published the report Welsh 
Softwoods in Construction which examined and analysed 
timber construction techniques. Up to eight methods 
were identified that could utilise Welsh grown softwoods 
as structural elements, within panels or as cladding 
material. Many opportunities for using larch were 
identified. The report demonstrates that there are few 
obstacles to integrating the Welsh grown softwood supply 
chain with the construction sector in Wales and at least 
three Welsh timber frame companies are now committed 
to using homegrown timber. This report can be found in 
the Publications section of the WFBP website:
www.wfbp.co.uk   

2.2 Processing

Since publication of Japanese Larch in Wales, 
(WKW, 2011) the attitude of the timber processing 
and manufacturing industry has changed somewhat 
towards utilisation of Japanese larch. Some mainstream 
sawmilling firms were concerned about perceived 
difficulties in processing the timber. However, fewer 
problems were encountered than anticipated and larch 
is being successfully introduced into the timber supply 
chain in various formats for instance 47mm * 200mm 
tongue and groove; see <http://www.timeless-timber.
com>. C16 machine graded ‘Easi-Edge’ and ‘Easi-Stud’ 
CLS kiln dried softwoods are now being offered by BSW 
Timber in Wales and Scotland. 

A proportion of these products are now being milled from 
homegrown larch whereas in 2011 larch was not routinely 
processed into commodity construction grade timber 
suitable for specifying by architects and designers. Now 
in 2014 larch is milled, graded and offered alongside 
Sitka spruce and is available in formats suitable for 
incorporation into many building panel types and 
even engineered timber elements such as glulam. The 
anticipated availability of homegrown larch strength 
graded to C24 or higher will allow development of 
value added engineered timber products; firms in Wales 
and further afield will have the opportunity to create 
innovative structural elements from Welsh grown larch. 
Volume house builders will have the opportunity to use a 
higher performance, more durable timber in mainstream 
timber frame construction to substitute for spruce. 
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Area          Total      4.9m        3.7m         2.5m          2.5m/             2.5m/3.1m     
                       resource in    logs         logs  logs    3.1m bars  biomass/chipwood
     Wales       %           %    %           %   %

All Wales              5.88                  1.42           0.47  0.80         0.68             2.51

Table 2  Volume by product type (millions m3)

Tables	1	&	2:	Percentages	and	volumes	of	different	Welsh	larch	roundwood	products

3.  Plotting the resource

In order to understand the potential yield of sawlogs and 
extrapolate possible yield of higher value added products 
such as construction grade larch the WFBP commissioned 
a survey of 55 Japanese larch plantations across Wales. 
All sites had a minimum area of 14 hectares, contained 
a minimum of 90% larch and were planted at least 30 
years ago. A sample plot of 8 metres radius from each 
site was chosen, diameter at breast height was taken 
for every tree, the height of the tallest tree in each plot 
was measured and the conformation of each tree was 
assessed in order to estimate yield of sawlogs, bars and 
biomass. Raw data from the survey can be found on the 
website: www.wfbp.co.uk. The results for Wales are set 
out in Tables 1 and 2.

A full copy of the report summary, including additional 
volumes for larch resource in the Marches is included as 
Appendix 1 of this report.

Sawlogs amount to 1.89 million cubic metres. If a modest 
yield of 55% sawn wood is assumed for the purposes of 
this exercise then around 1 million cubic metres of sawn 
wood could be available. A three bedroom open panel or 
twin wall timber framed house (≈17 cubic metres) with 
timber cladding (≈3 cubic metres) uses around 20 cubic 
metres of wood in total (Fforest Timber Engineering, 
2010). Therefore it could be possible to build nearly 
50,000 average houses from the whole of the larch 
sawlog resource theoretically available within Wales. 
There is also a considerable resource of short wood and 
bar material amounting to 1.48 million cubic metres; this 
could yield 0.74 million cubic metres of sawnwood at a 
conversion rate of 50%. Much of this resource would be 
suitable for studs, posts and Dowellam (Brettstapel).

4.  Grand Designs; Fforest Lodge

Dissemination of the first report, Japanese Larch 
in Wales, influenced some individual projects. The 
highest profile project was the reconstruction of 
Fforest Lodge near Tintern where homegrown Japanese 
larch was specified by the clients after reading the 
report. This structure utilised an open panel timber 
frame incorporating locally sourced larch to create a 
contemporary dwelling, the exterior was clad in larch. 
Unusually, homegrown larch was utilised for some interior 
joinery and doors. 

The project was filmed and featured in one of the most 
popular episodes of the ‘Grand Designs’ TV programme; it 
was broadcast during autumn 2013. 

The clients, Nigel and Tamayo Hussey, approached 
WKW in summer 2012 for assistance in procuring and 
specifying Japanese larch for use in their project. At 
this time there was a perception that although larch 
could be visually strength graded to C24 and had been 
used in a few exemplar structures around Wales, this 
was a difficult timber which was not normally used by 
conventional open panel manufacturers. Furthermore the 
clients aspired to use logs from local woodlands which 
immediately implied that the use of a bespoke sawmill 
was necessary to ensure control over the sourcing and 
processing. However, bespoke sawmillers operate with 
higher unit costs than their volume producer competitors.

Area     No. of sites   4.9m        3.7m         2.5m          2.5m/             2.5m/3.1m     
   surveyed    logs         logs  logs    3.1m bars  biomass/chipwood
         %           %    %           %   %

All Wales               55                     24            8               14          12             42

Table 1  Percentage by product type



By the time that procurement was being considered, 
the architect was no longer involved and the clients had 
only paper copies of the original architect’s design. The 
lack of CAD drawings precluded easy updating of design 
detailing. Therefore the timber cutting list was derived 
from the drawings as they stood and not aligned with 
standard sizes of larch being offered at the time by the 
bigger sawmills such as BSW Timber in Powys or Pontrilas 
Timber in Herefordshire. The decision was made to order 
larch from Cilfiegan bespoke sawmillers near Usk. 

The clients chose Fforest Timber Engineering of Swansea 
to manufacture and erect the open panel frames; the 
company was helpful but not confident about how 
they might incorporate homegrown larch into their 
manufacturing process. Also price estimates of bespoke 
sawn larch compared with imported spruce showed 
considerable cost uplift. A compromise position was 
reached whereby many of the larger joists were specified 
in larch, as were many of the partition wall studs and 
the remainder of the frames would use imported spruce. 
There was an added perceived challenge in negotiating a 
route through building regulations. 

The larch sawlogs were sourced from Wentwood 
Forest, within a ten mile radius of Tintern.  WKW was 
at this time given the opportunity to use a Brookhuis 
MTG handheld strength grading tool and the decision 
was taken to utilise this tool to obtain data from the 
larch milled by Cilfiegan sawmill which could then be 
processed by Chris Holland of BRE Garston. BRE had 
already been conducting some tests with homegrown 
larch and could collate their data with that obtained 
from the Wentwood larch in order to check that the 
characteristic values would fall within the specifications 
for strength grade C24.   

Structural larch was sawn to 225mm * 50mm cross 
section for floor joists and 90mm * 40mm section for 
partition walls and then kiln dried. As Table 3 shows, 
the mean modulus of elasticity of the larger 225mm * 
50mm joists was 11631.38 N/mm2 and these samples met 
the requirements for C24 and C27 strength classes. The 
90mm * 40mm material generally showed much higher 
modulus of elasticity with a mean value of 12065.61 N/
mm2; these samples met the requirements for C24, C27 
and C30 strength classes (Holland, 2013). Most of these 
smaller samples were taken as ‘falling boards’ from the 
outer zones of log cross sections. Because modulus of 
elasticity increases from pith to bark the higher mean 
value is likely to be the result of reclaiming the smaller 
section material from the outer cants or slabwood where 
modulus of elasticity is highest.

The sawn, dried and tested larch pieces were delivered 
to Fforest Timber Engineering in January 2013 and their 
staff reported no problems with the material, indeed at 
least two informal comments from the shop floor were 
made about its ‘high quality’. The Wentwood larch was 
passed through the cross-cut saw to be cut to exact 
length and allow assembly of open panels. No problems 
were reported in regard to nailing properties although 
comments were made about its hardness.

This was the first time that homegrown softwoods 
had been used in the Fforest manufacturing process 
and management were sufficiently impressed to then 
start discussions with BSW Timber about procurement 
of homegrown timber. The negotiations with BSW 
culminated in the Fforest management team taking the 
decision to utilise homegrown softwood in a significant 
proportion of their production; this development is the 
subject of a separate case study. Sawn larch joists are 
shown in fig. 1 below. It is possible to see test results 
written towards the end of the nearest piece numbered 
50; modulus of elasticity is very high at 14403 N/mm2, 
moisture content 19.9% and weight 28.94 kg.

figure 1: Larch joists after cross-cutting at Fforest Timber 
Engineering

4
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Larch 50mm x 225mm combined sample (all three sets)

BS EN 338 Target values

C24

C27

C30

Larch 40mm x 90mm

Table 3: Chris Holland’s results from WKW’s test readings using the MTG grading tool

Mean Modulus of 
Elasticity (N/mm2)

11631.38

11000

11500

12000

12065.61

Characteristic density
ρk 

(kg/m3)

426.91

350

370

380

433.55

Mean density
ρmean 

(kg/m3)

473.75

420

450

460

542.84

5th percentile strength  
(N/mm2)

31.39

24 (21.42)*

27 (24.1)*

30 (26.78)*

34.37

Open panel partition walls were made up using the 
smaller section 90mm * 40mm material. In fig. 2 below, 
one of the studs in the foreground which was produced 
by splitting a wider cant shows a modulus of elasticity 
of 10950 N/mm2 whilst further back in the top panel a 
stud cut tangentially from heartwood situated further 
from the centre of the log has a much higher modulus of 
elasticity of 13284 N/mm2. 

The longest joists formed the upper floors of the 
structure as shown in fig. 3. 

Much of the internal joinery; doors, skirting, and 
architrave within Fforest Lodge utilised Wentwood larch 
kiln dried to about 12% moisture content. The joiners 
reported no problems during processing; the timber could 
be machined with a good finish and there were no major 
problems with movement.

figure 2: Smaller section Wentwood larch assembled into open 
panel partition walls

figure 3: Clients Tamayo and Nigel Hussey with William 
Graham AM and the author
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figure 4 : Boards machined from Wentwood larch for internal 
doors within Fforest Lodge

figure 6: Internal doors were successfully manufactured using 
Wentwood larch

Japanese larch tongue and groove profiled boards were 
used for exterior cladding which was air dried to a 
limited degree by stacking inside Fforest Lodge during 
the early months of 2013. The cladding was fixed using 
stainless steel lost head nails. A few problems emerged; 
there was a little weeping of ‘resin’ (actually a water 
soluble extractive called arabinogalactan) from a few 
small pockets. On tangentially sawn boards with ‘flat’ 
grain there were a few instances of latewood peeling 
away from earlywood zones where the planer/moulder 
had ‘picked up’ the grain. 

This is a characteristic of both larch and Douglas fir. 
Some authors note that the problem can be avoided by 
exposing the outer face (that is the face closest to the 
sapwood) of tangential boards with the inner face (that is 
the face which originally would have been closest to the 
pith) positioned against the battens (Johnson & Bradner, 
1932). The owners have decided that the cladding on 
Fforest Lodge will not be painted or oiled but rather be 
allowed to develop the silver/grey colouring resulting 
from action of the elements; performance of the larch 
cladding will make an excellent topic for a future case 
study.  

The ‘Grand Designs’ project demonstrated that locally 
grown Japanese larch could be sourced, processed and 
utilised in a contemporary timber framed dwelling with 
few technical challenges. The MTG hand-held strength 
grading tool allowed measurement of modulus of 
elasticity of the Wentwood larch and the resulting data 
demonstrated not only that it was fit for purpose but that 
its performance exceeded that needed for conventional 
open or closed panel timber framed structures.

The exercise also demonstrated that specifying locally 
grown softwoods is possible but may incur cost uplift 
at present unless the timber is sourced from a volume 
supplier. When cost control is of major concern then 
the design process needs to be based around timber 
sized according to the fixed timber dimensions offered 
by volume suppliers. Specifiers need to know cost 
implications of design choices early in the design and 
procurement process when using homegrown timbers.

figure 5: Rain-soaked larch cladding on the exterior of Fforest 
Lodge in January 2014

figure 7: The Brookhuis MTG hand-held acoustic grading tool
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5.  Burry Port Infant School

In spring 2013 WKW was invited to assist Carmarthenshire 
County Council Architects Department with regard 
to use of Welsh grown larch in two new additional 
buildings to be sited at the Burry Port infant school site. 
The architects’ principal aspirations were that timber 
(preferably Japanese larch) structures and cladding 
should be utilised to create Passivhaus school buildings. 
The early timing of the inclusion of WKW and BRE Wales 
into the design team was optimal, allowing the timber 
specifying and procurement process to be integrated with 
the design process. Modelling the thermal performance 
of the structures allowed timber frame design decisions 
to be made early in the process in order to try and avoid 
later modifications. 

Questions about sourcing, cost, service life and 
maintenance of homegrown larch were all tabled at the 
commencement of the project. The latter two factors are 
of particular interest because there are few long term 
case studies of homegrown larch in cladding applications 
therefore judgements will need to be made on the basis 
of literature searches as well as the limited empirical 
knowledge available from practitioners. Use of larch 
within structural panels is less problematical as Welsh 
grown larch can now be processed and strength graded by 
BSW Timber at Newbridge on Wye and Pontrilas Timber in 
Herefordshire; cost of homegrown softwoods from volume 
suppliers such these can be lower than cost of imported 
softwoods at present (Chapman, 2013). This cost factor 
may help to drive uptake of homegrown softwoods, 
including larch, in construction. 

The design is currently being finalised by architects 
‘Architype’ and it is anticipated that homegrown 
larch will be used in a low thermal bridging twin wall 
panelised system (for details of this system see the Welsh 
Softwoods in Construction report) within an orthogonal 
Passivhaus school building of around 720 square metres 
floor area. 

An innovative curved wall structure or ‘pod’ has been 
designed to link the new orthogonal block with the 
original school building. This structure will be elliptical in 
plan and comprises around 120 square metres floor area. 

‘Dowellam’ panels have been specified for the curved 
interior wall panels and Japanese larch has been 
specified within the structures and for cladding exteriors 
of both buildings. If the ‘Dowellam’ panels can be 
manufactured at a cost to fit the value engineering 
process and are eventually incorporated into the final 
design, this will be one of the first curved ‘Dowellam’ 
buildings in the world. It is anticipated that groundworks 
will commence in early summer 2014. 



6.  Japanese forestry and larch

6.1  Introduction of Japanese larch

Japanese larch was first introduced to Britain in 1860 by 
John Gould Veitch of ‘Veitch and Sons Nurseries’ which at 
that time was one of the world’s leading plant nurseries. 
Only seven years after Japan’s rulers started allowing 
foreigners admittance to their country, Veitch arrived 
in Nagasaki with the intention to collect new plants for 
sending back to Britain. He was invited by the British 
Consul General to join the first British ascent of Mount 
Fuji and the first Japanese larch seeds to be dispatched 
back to the UK were collected on this expedition (Mills, 
2011).  

6.2  Forestry in Japan

Just over a century after Veitch’s trip, Japan had 
changed dramatically from its former status as a closed, 
feudal nation. By the late 1960s Japan was one of the 
leading industrialised nations in the world and on its way 
to being one of the largest timber importers after import 
tariffs were removed on most wood products. 

Self sufficiency in wood declined from 90% in the 1950s 
to a low of 18% in 2002 despite decades of low economic 
growth after the oil shocks of the 1970s and then after 
the property bubble of the late 1980s when wood demand 
for construction had peaked. Contemporaneously with 
post war industrial growth, Japan undertook a massive 
domestic reafforestation program (Aga, 2013) with the 
result that 68% of the nation’s land is now forested. 
Alongside Sweden and Finland, Japan is one of the 
world’s most forested developed nations (World Bank, 
2014). 

Since timber framed domestic housing is the norm in 
Japan, conifer species were strategically planted with 
future construction needs in mind; 45% of the nation’s 
25 million hectares of forest cover is Japanese red cedar 
(Crytomeria japonica) and whilst Japanese larch (Larix 
kaempferi) is one of the minor species at 10%, this 
nevertheless comprises a massive resource of 2.5 million 
hectares.

As 70% of Japan’s plantations are now between 30 and 
60 years old, not only is there a large domestic resource 
available, but some of the plantation forests are 
becoming senescent.

With these plantations now capable of supplying 
industrial roundwood and the perception in Japan that 
log exporting countries are shifting production to their 
own value added products, Japan’s sawmills have 
over the last decade shifted their log procurement from 
imported towards greater use of their domestic resource 
(Aga, 2013).

Focusing again on timber self sufficiency is perceived by 
Japan’s government as a means to helping deliver jobs 
in rural mountainous areas whilst sustainable harvesting 
of Japan’s domestic forest will also assist in mitigation 
of climate change (Minagawa, 2010). Price advantages 
may also aid processing firms; larch sawlogs imported 
from Russia during 2012 were landed in Japan at around 
US$160/m3 (Madison’s Lumber Reporter, 2013); this 
equates to around £97/m3. However researcher Yoshihiko 
Aga quotes a figure of around 10,000 Yen or £67/m3 for 
domestic larch logs and around 17,000 Yen or £98/m3 for 
imported logs (Aga, 2013), see Table 4 below. 

For British growers these prices will be surprising; 
although Japanese larch sawlogs in Japan cost two thirds 
that of Russian logs they are nevertheless double the 
price of British larch logs. There is a stark, anomalous 
contrast between the price of logs harvested from the 
small British domestic forest and Japan’s huge, under-
utilised larch plantation forests. 

Table 4: Sawlog prices in Japan Jan 1985 to Dec 2012, S_JL 
denotes Japanese larch  

8



6.3  Policymaking

In order to catalyse and ultimately optimise utilisation 
of domestic conifer plantation forests, during 2009 
Japan’s government implemented their ‘Forest and 
Forestry Revitalisation Plan’. The principle purpose of 
this comprehensive strategy is described thus: To convert 
Japan’s society from a “concrete society” into a “wood 
society” which would fully utilise the forest resource to 
contribute to employment and a better environment. The 
goal was set to increase timber self sufficiency to over 
50% within ten years and measures to expand demand 
were implemented; for instance the ‘Law Concerning the 
Promotion of the Use of Wood in Public Buildings’ of 2010 
sets targets for wood use in all low rise national public 
buildings (MAFF Japan, 2010). This law was preceded by 
the Ministry of Education’s publication Promotion for 
Use of Wood Materials for School Buildings as far back as 
1985 (WASS, 2011). 

Japan’s Ministry for Agriculture, Food and Forestry (MAFF) 
have compared costs of building in timber and reinforced 
concrete and found them to be comparable (see Table 
5 below) but note that obstacles remain; for instance 
procurement of large quantities of homegrown timber 
processed to the correct specifications and standards 
within short timescales is problematical. Furthermore 
there are few architects and designers in Japan with 
enough experience or knowledge of timber construction 
(MAFF Japan, 2010). 

In 2009, calculations were made by Japanese researchers 
to quantify yield of timber and energy used along the 
supply chain from forest to construction site including 
transport. Results demonstrated that embodied CO2 of 
Eastern Nagano larch construction timber delivered to 
site was 254.53kg CO2/m3, slightly higher than Japanese 
cedar at 241.37kg CO2/m3. When compared to using 
imported wood, CO2  emissions from the construction of 
housing in local wood were reduced by as much as 39% 

(Yamauchi, et al., 2009). Interestingly the above figures 
show a marginally higher energy cost for converting larch 
which appears to reflect its more ‘difficult’ character 
as discussed in WKW’s earlier report Japanese Larch in 
Wales.

Japanese firms have enthusiastically declared 
their interest in promoting homegrown timber for 
construction, for instance Hiroshi Saito of Saito Wood 
Industry Ltd; “If more homebuilders were to actively use 
locally grown timber, demand would grow, resulting in 
more logs being harvested from the mountains. In turn 
I would need to quickly invest in plant and equipment 
at the factory and also hire more workers to handle 
the increased production volumes” (Sumitomo Forestry 
Co Ltd, 2010). This commentator simply sums up the 
homegrown supply chain and how downstream activity 
influences forest management, a lesson which arguably 
the British have yet to learn properly. 

6.4  Nagano M-Wave 

The Nagano Olympic Memorial Arena (also called 
the ‘M-Wave’) built by the Kajima Corporation is 
an example of utilisation of local Japanese larch in 
construction which predates the political drive to use 
more homegrown softwoods. Started in 1994, this 
innovative structure featured what was then the world’s 
largest suspended timber roof at 80 metres span, shown 
in fig. 10 below. It was made using local Shinsu larch 
laminated into 300mm deep hybrid glulam elements each 
incorporating a 12mm thick steel plate. Wood was chosen 
to reduce condensation above the massive expanse 
of the ice rink below and the suspended roof helps 
energy conservation by reducing the interior volume 
in comparison with the dome structures often used for 
arenas of this type (Kajima Corporation, 1997).

Table 5: Indicative relative costs of wood vs. reinforced 
concrete (MAFF Japan, 2010)

Note: Construction costs are estimated for building each 
structure under the same conditions

Type                    Size              Construction costs
                                 (million yen)
                                 Wood    RC

Office building   One-storied (500m2)         117     127
                  Two-storied (500m2)  142     145

School building  One-storied (500m2)          98      102
                         Two-storied (500m2)         377     341

figure 10: Nagano Olympic Memorial Arena or ‘M-Wave’ uses 80 
metre span larch glulam elements
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6.5  Moen-Wood

‘Work implementing leading wooden construction 
technology’ as defined by Japan’s Ministry of Land, 
Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism is eligible for state 
aid in Japan. This governmental push has resulted in 
development and utilisation of an interesting technology 
using Japanese larch which has been laminated into 
structural glulam with a concrete protective layer 
underneath a sacrificial ‘burn layer’. This composite 
glulam has been named ‘Moen-Wood’ and a schema is 
shown in fig. 11 below.

Moen-Wood glulam was created to take advantage of 
the government initiative to increase use of wood in 
structures and allows timber construction in planning 
zones where fire prevention regulations made masonry 
the easier choice for specifiers. Homegrown larch 
Moen-Wood glulam was used in the construction of the 
11,000 square metre floor area, four storey post and 
beam commercial development called ‘Southwood’ in 
Yokohama. This was the first large scale fire resistant 
timber commercial facility to be built in Japan (Takenaka 
Corporation, 2012).

6.6  Sumitomo Forestry Company

In March 2011 the Tohoku earthquake and tsunami 
destroyed much of the built environment and 
infrastructure of the northeast coastal region of Japan. 
By June the Sumitomo Forestry Co Ltd announced their 
intention to make 300 housing starts using timber from 
the northeast region of Japan. Images on their press 
release showed both glulam and plywood made from 
local larch; <http://sfc.jp/english/pdf/20110630.pdf> 
(Sumitomo Forestry Co Ltd, 2011). 

The company clearly labels its structural timber used 
in housing, for instance the studs in their Hokkaido 
‘Sumitomo Forestry homes’ are labelled Japanese 
larch grown in Hokkaido. The company also sources 
other materials such as stone and bricks locally in 
order to endow their houses with a local vernacular 
accent (Sumitomo Forestry Co Ltd, 2010). In July 2012 
Higashimatsushima City announced plans to work with 
Sumitomo Forestry Group to use local forest and timber 
resources for sustainable redevelopment and creation of 
a new ‘timber-based’ city (Sumitomo Forestry Co Ltd, 
2012). 

Sumitomo Forestry is a fully vertically integrated 
corporation which owns and manages over 40,000 
hectares of forests in Japan and all of the downstream 
processing and distribution facilities necessary to 
deliver timber framed construction using homegrown 
softwoods. The company clearly declares its commitment 
to reducing CO2 emissions and, as an example, packs of 
plywood made from Japanese timber at its Komatsushima 
plant clearly display their carbon footprint. Sumitomo’s 
corporate philosophy is stated thus:

1.  Make available an appropriate and stable supply of 
  sustainable forest resources while placing 
  importance on biodiversity to generate new value 
  that will benefit society.

2.  Learn from Japanese culture and traditional wisdom;
  hand down methods for living in harmony with nature  
  for future generations.

3.  Pursue development of houses that offer comfortable  
  living and high asset value which will be enjoyed by   
  generations to come.

These bullet points were taken from a longer list of 
aspirations which end with “take a leading role in the 
formation of a sustainable society” (Sumitomo Forestry 
Co Ltd, 2010). The statements emanating from Japan’s 
government and its timber processing corporations 
demonstrate a pragmatic understanding of the role of 
plantation forests in building a sustainable economy; 
this is a message which has got lost amongst the 
different voices clamouring for the attention of Welsh 
Government.

figure 11: Japanese larch composite glulam ‘Moen-Wood’ 

Load support part (larch)

Burn stop layer (mortar)

Burn stop layer (larch)

Substitute burn layer (larch)
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7.  German case study; Hess Timber   
     and larch

Hess Timber Gmbh has a company history going back 130 
years and is typical of those German SMEs which focus on 
one specialist activity over several generations in order 
to excel and offer innovative niche products and services 
in fields where there are few direct competitors. On 12th 
September 2013, Hess Timber was awarded 2nd prize 
at the TTJ Timber Innovation Awards for its innovative 
glulam system HESS LIMITLESS. This technique enables 
on-site end-jointing of glulam elements to create very 
long continuous structural glulam beams. 

This is a paradigm of the continuous improvement 
possible with the long term outlook of German SMEs 
partnered by academic institutions to deliver practical 
innovative low carbon embodied construction solutions. 
Their modern plant features the world’s first CNC 
operated curved glulam press commissioned in 2010. 
Their MAKA CNC controlled glulam processing centre was 
installed in 2006 and is capable of machining 40 metre 
long elements (Hess Timber GmbH & Co. KG, 2014). For 
more information; <http://hess-timber.com/en/home>.

Hess claim to offer a service from planning stage through 
structural glulam production to erection and have 
completed projects such as the Anaklia bridge in Georgia, 
at 505 metres the longest timber bridge in Europe. Hess 
use both locally grown and imported larch extensively in 
their product range (Hess Timber GmbH & Co. KG, 2014) 
and the Cross Green incinerator plant to be built in Leeds 
(BBC News, 2011) will use massive larch glulam arches 
which will be manufactured at the Hess factory near 
Frankfurt.

The massive size of the trussed arches at over six stories 
high recall the American timber-built airship hangars 
such as those at Tillamook in Oregon, described in the 
first Japanese Larch in Wales report. The huge trusses 
for Cross Green will need final assembly on site. The firm 
recently completed the world’s largest fully automated 
high-bay warehouse to be built in timber. Fig. 12 shows 
the ‘Josera’ warehouse under construction; 77 metres 
long and 30 metres high and using diagonal steel tension 
rods to create racking resistance within the post and 
beam glulam structure (BESISTA International Gmbh, 
2014). 

This structure exemplifies the new possibilities opening 
up for engineered timber and demonstrates the potential 
for high strength grade softwoods such as Welsh grown 
Japanese larch glulam in large orthogonal post and beam 
structures. 

Hess also offer structural glulam panels up to 2 metres 
wide, 40 metres long and between 80 and 240mm deep. 
These panels can be machined with tongue and groove 
or rebated edges for final assembly; this massive wood 
system is clearly offered as an alternative to CLT or 
‘Dowellam’ panels.

8.  Glulam

8.1  Potential

Firms in Japan and Germany have successfully 
demonstrated the value and potential in application 
of larch glulam for sophisticated, high performance 
structures. Both countries utilise their own larch 
plantations to source suitable timber although they both 
also import larch from Russia. In contrast, development 
of British glulam using homegrown softwoods has suffered 
from extreme inertia despite the efforts of researchers 
such as ex TRADA engineer Christopher Mettem.  Glulam 
manufactured from homegrown larch (or any other home-
grown softwood) has not yet gained wide acceptance 
within the construction industry apart from its use in 
exemplar schemes such as the frame erected over the 
mosaics of Chedworth Roman Villa in Gloucestershire 
which was manufactured by Inwood Developments 
(Timber & Sustainable Building, 2011).  

When high strength grade Japanese larch becomes 
available following publication of the new machine 
grading settings data later this year there will be few 
technical barriers to prevent homegrown larch glulam 
production. At least one Welsh SME has made a significant 
investment in glulam manufacturing plant capable of high 
volume production when fully commissioned.

figure 12: The 30 metre high ‘Josera’ warehouse under 
construction 
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8.2  Glulam in England  

Despite the challenges facing innovative timber 
businesses in Britain two English firms now offer home-
grown softwood glulam; Inwood Developments Ltd of 
East Sussex <http://www.in-wood.co.uk/glulambeams.
htm> and Buckland Timber Ltd of Devon  <http://
www.bucklandtimber.co.uk>. The latter firm claims a 
production capacity of 5000 cubic metres per annum and 
ability to manufacture straight or curved glulam up to 
30m long (Buckland Timber, 2014) in a laminating line 
imported from Germany. 

The firm also boast the only large finger-jointing 
machine in Britain giving them the capability of joining 
beams together.  As at January 2014, this process is still 
undergoing certification. Buckland Timber would welcome 
a supplier capable of providing regular consignments of 
machine strength graded homegrown larch.  

However because the sourcing of machine strength 
graded larch for GL24 glulam using C24 lamellae is 
still problematical at the moment the company rely 
on visually strength graded larch. There is the added 
challenge that volume processors do not dry softwoods 
to the moisture content necessary for glulam production 
(Nicholson, 2013). By organising the supply chain to allow 
Buckland Timber to use strength graded Welsh grown 
larch, innovative specifiers within Wales may be able to 
kick-start the manufacture of structural glulam utilising 
the Welsh resource in a factory 90 miles from the Severn 
Bridge.

8.3  Glulam in Wales

Ruthin-based firm Clifford Jones Timber produce machine 
rounded timber fencing and playground products; 
<http://www.cjtimber.com/clifford-jones-timber>. 
They have recently invested in a radio frequency heated 
laminating press capable of very high volume production 
when fully operational. They have also built new biomass 
fuelled wood drying kilns. These facilities allow Clifford 
Jones Timber considerable potential for controlling the 
process of drying and then adding value to homegrown 
softwoods including larch. 

The ability to dry softwoods ‘in house’ is important 
because volume softwood processors are generally 
unwilling to dry softwoods below an average moisture 
content of around 20% and this is too high for laminated 
timber products.     

The radio frequency press is well suited to high volume 
production runs of similar sized laminated components or 
structural elements. 

Window scantlings (the European term for laminated 
blanks intended for window production) or laminated 
timber curtain walling are ideal products for this 
machine. German firms such as Adolf Münchinger and 
Holz Schiller produce laminated larch scantlings from 
both homegrown European and imported Siberian larch. 
The latter company offers a range of dimensions from 
63mm * 78mm to 94mm * 145mm and also offers options 
of hybrid larch glulam called Duo-Holz where other 
cheaper species of softwood make up the core lamellae. 
See <http://www.holz-schiller.de/files/prospekte_en/
mehrfachkantel_en.pdf>.

A few sizes of larch scantlings are manufactured using 
continuous lamellae although the majority of lamellae 
are finger-jointed in order to obtain defect-free material 
(Holz Schiller GmbH , 2014). Fig. 14 below shows a 
sample section of a laminated window scantling from 
Münchinger. Note that this high grade glulam uses 
selected radially cut larch lamellae.

figure 13: The new ‘Kiln Services’ timber drying facilities at 
Clifford Jones Timber

figure 14: Laminated larch window scantling sample from 
Münchinger
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The radio frequency press at Clifford Jones Timber could 
produce the same type of laminated window scantlings as 
offered by German firms. This may be a new opportunity 
for the Ruthin company, providing an immediate 
specialist value added market with several Welsh joinery 
SMEs who have already voiced the need with WKW to 
procure stable window components in homegrown larch. 
Furthermore unlike structural glulam, window scantlings 
do not by necessity require expensive CE certification or 
strength graded lamellae.  

Clifford Jones Timber have also installed a large capacity 
planer/moulder downstream from their radio frequency 
press, shown in fig. 16 below. This machine is ideal for 
machining batches of lamellae ready for gluing and then 
pressing. Batches of glued and cured scantlings can also 
be machined to final size in the same planer/moulder 
which at present is mainly used for producing half-round 
components to be glued-up for signage posts and other 
high value small diameter rounds.

9.  Testing of Japanese larch

Dan Ridley-Ellis of Edinburgh Napier University is 
conducting four point bending tests on 600 Japanese 
larch test beams picked from 1000 samples. The 
resulting data will be correlated with grading runs 
carried out using MiCROTEC and Brookhuis grading 
equipment previous to the destructive bending tests. 
He is reasonably confident that the resulting data will 
allow combination grading with minimal machine reject; 
possibly 50% C27 with 50% C16. Up to 25% C35 with 
75% C16 may also be possible (Ridley-Ellis, 2013). It is 
anticipated that new settings data will be available in 
summer 2014. 

This data will enable use of MiCROTEC advanced strength 
grading equipment which optimises yields of higher 
strength grade timber in combination grading (MiCROTEC, 
2014). Also settings data will be generated for the 
Brookhuis MTG hand-held timber grader (Brookhuis 
Micro Electronics bv, 2014), allowing use of this tool for 
measurement of strength characteristics of homegrown 
Japanese larch for the first time. According to the 
manufacturers the MTG is also capable of testing finished 
glulam beams.  This could allow firms access to a low cost 
testing solution for glulam utilising homegrown larch.

10.  Japanese larch in volume 
       construction

Welsh Softwoods in Construction, published in October 
2013 by WKW described eight different methods for 
creating structures with homegrown softwoods including 
larch. Readers should consult this document to gain 
further information on these systems/techniques. Large 
volumes of larch will soon be coming on stream as 
sawmillers process logs from the diseased plantations 
which amounted to an area of 16,000 hectares across 
Britain in October 2013 (Forestry Commission, 2014). 

This current resource alone could potentially supply over 
one million cubic metres of sawlogs. At a conversion 
rate yielding 55% sawnwood and assuming 20 cubic 
metres per house it could be possible to build 27,500 
three bedroomed houses using the sawlog portion of 
the diseased resource available in Britain at the time of 
writing.

This does not include short logs or bars which could 
be converted to studs, structural posts or lamellae for 
engineered components. At a time when bricks are in 
short supply for construction (Allen, 2014) larch wall 
panels could be a viable alternative to lower thermal 
performance masonry for volume house builders. 

figure 15: The radio frequency press at Clifford Jones Timber 

figure 16: The large capacity planer/moulder at Clifford Jones 
Timber in Ruthin
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10.1  Open and closed panel systems 

Of the timber construction systems named in the Welsh 
Softwoods in Construction report, the most commonly 
employed in Britain are open panel, closed panel and 
post and beam. The first two systems are capable of 
using homegrown machine graded timber such as that 
available from BSW Timber at Newbridge on Wye in Powys 
and Pontrilas Timber in Herefordshire. Both open panel 
and closed panel systems can be utilised to create high 
thermal performance twin wall panels which are suitable 
for Passivhaus and other ‘low carbon’ construction types 
(Dauksta & Weeks, 2013). It is these mainstream building 
methods which could currently absorb large volumes of 
machine graded Japanese larch.

Two mainstream Welsh timber frame manufacturers 
currently use homegrown Sitka spruce and larch has 
already been shown to exceed expectations when 
Fforest Timber Engineering incorporated it into the 
‘Grand Designs’ house. There are no extra challenges 
to the utilisation of larch in mainstream timber framing 
methods; actually larch gives added value with its 
generally higher strength characteristics and higher 
durability when compared with spruce. 

Furthermore American literature demonstrates the 
excellent performance of larch, its density, hardness and 
toughness increases nail holding properties and larch 
is one of the best softwoods for sills and soleplates. 
Indeed, in pre-war literature larch is recommended 
for open panel, ‘balloon’ framing, heavy post and 
beam construction, joinery and cladding (Johnson & 
Bradner, 1932). Thus far in Britain, apart from a few 
pioneers, architects and specifiers have tended to focus 
on cladding applications for larch. One of the most 
detailed and informative guides to the uses of larch is a 
technical bulletin published by the USDA, it is available 
here: <http://organicroots.nal.usda.gov/download/
CAT86200279/PDF>.

10.2  Post and beam construction

Post and beam construction has been demonstrated to be 
a useful building system for homegrown softwoods; it is 
versatile and appropriate for small sawmills and timber 
frame contractors. Post and beam construction is scalable 
both in terms of building dimensions and size of firms 
able to undertake the method; furthermore many timber 
frame manufacturing SMEs across Wales and Britain are 
now familiar with it because of the revival in green oak 
post and beam construction (Dauksta & Weeks, 2013).
In Japan, post and beam construction is the most 
common timber construction technique; out of a 
total of 482,899 timber framed houses built in 1999, 

traditional post and beam structures numbered 398,892. 
Prefabricated timber framed dwellings amounted to 
26,607 and 2” x 4” construction (as the Japanese call 
American stick-built construction) numbered 57,400. 
Imported timber at this time dominated Japanese 
house building not only because the domestic timber 
supply chain was uncompetitive but also sawmills had 
insufficient kiln drying capacity and green timber is 
incompatible with modern timber frame building, 
especially where high thermal performance is demanded. 
Up to 1990 there was an unprecedented housing boom 
in Japan whilst simultaneously numbers of skilled 
carpenters fell dramatically. 

This situation catalysed an increase in numbers of ‘precut 
factories’ where softwoods are precisely machined ready 
for assembly on site by erectors with lower skills than 
carpenters trained for in situ fabrication. However, the 
need for dimensionally accurate and consistent timber 
by the CNC machinery used in precut factories tended to 
preclude the use of homegrown unseasoned softwoods in 
favour of imported kiln dried material (Ogi, 2002).  

Many British architects, for instance George Mikurcik 
of ‘Architype’, favour post and beam construction; for 
schools and other large public or industrial buildings this 
method is economically viable. In this context it certainly 
survives the value engineering stage of the design process 
(Mikurcik, 2013). 

However although post and beam construction was 
historically a common British traditional technique, 
unlike in Japan here it is not a mainstream technique; 
it is a higher added value bespoke construction method. 
There are specialist British joinery firms using CNC 
machinery for processing post and beam components, 
for instance, Oakwrights of Hereford see:<http://www.
oakwrights.co.uk>, but they have not ventured into 
mass housing although they do offer Douglas fir as an 
alternative to green oak. This raises the question of 
what would it take for firms such as Oakwrights to use 
Japanese larch?

When Clifford Jones Timber of Ruthin fully commission 
their radio frequency press and are able to run it at full 
output, this firm could be ideally placed to manufacture 
smaller section structural glulam components suitable 
for CNC machining. Furthermore because they have their 
own kilns they can dry softwoods such as larch to the 
specifications necessary for engineered components. Are 
there any opportunities for a British equivalent of the 
Japanese precut factories to produce housing utilising 
larch glulam in post and beam construction? 
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11.  Conclusions and questions

At the time that Japanese Larch in Wales was published 
in 2011, Japanese larch was not routinely processed for 
architectural applications other than cladding.  It could 
at the time be visually strength graded to C24 but graded 
larch was generally used only in exemplar construction 
projects undertaken by architects such as Pat Borer or for 
specialist roadside acoustic panels (Dauksta, 2011). 

At the time of writing the first larch report in 2011 BSW 
Timber commissioned tests in order to obtain machine 
grading settings for machine grading mixed runs of 
C16 with C27 larch and BSW now have the correct 
certification to produce C27 larch at their Newbridge site 
(BSW Timber Group, 2014). Therefore the question arises 
what would it take for BSW to conduct mixed grading 
runs on larch at their Welsh mill? Also when the new 
settings data is available for machine grading up to C35 
what would it take for BSW to install a MiCROTEC grading 
line at Newbridge in order to take advantage of the new 
data?

There are at least two companies equipped for and 
interested in manufacturing homegrown larch glulam; 
Buckland Timber in Devon and Clifford Jones Timber 
in Ruthin. However the supply chain needs some ‘fine 
tuning’ in order for these firms to use strength graded 
larch from the volume suppliers for laminating because 
although BSW have the relevant certification they are 
not yet producing the higher strength grade larch at 
Newbridge. There may be opportunities for other Welsh 
SMEs to start production of both structural glulam 
and laminated larch scantlings for window and door 
manufacture using the temporary high volumes of larch 
that will be available over the next decade or so. 

As high thermal performance, low carbon construction 
grows in demand could home produced engineered 
timber products find their way into mainstream 
construction? 

Even after all of the Welsh larch resource has been 
processed, Scottish plantations will continue to provide 
suitable material for many years; furthermore Douglas 
fir will then become increasingly important and could 
be a useful alternative to larch for glulam manufacture. 
Certainly other small European countries have found 
small scale glulam manufacture to be economically 
viable. Compact low cost glulam lines are manufactured 
by Latvian engineering firm ‘Forma’ see:< http://www.
forma.lv/?page_id=504&lang=en>. Machines of this scale 
could be appropriate for Welsh SMEs; see fig. 17. 

As Welsh firms better understand the potential of the 
homegrown conifer resource and invest in this kind of 
technology a virtuous circle could be created whereby 
demand for higher grade timber drives more intensive 
forest management, creating jobs and increasing timber 
prices. This circular benefit was well described by the 
Japanese entrepreneur quoted at the end of section 6.3 
above. The Japanese larch available to Welsh timber 
SMEs gives opportunity to experiment with high added 
value applications for homegrown timber but the lessons 
learnt could also be used to raise expectations in regard 
to other under-utilised species.    

There are innovative, entrepreneurial firms in Wales 
looking for opportunities in the low carbon construction 
sector; for instance Williams Homes and Framewise, 
both firms use homegrown timber in their twin wall, 
high thermal performance wall panels. Fforest Timber 
Engineering demonstrated that homegrown larch can be 
used in conventional open panel construction at Fforest 
Lodge near Tintern. 

Architects such as ‘Architype’ are based near to 
Wales and have completed pioneering projects using 
homegrown timber here including Britain’s first passive 
Dowellam building using local timber at Coed y Brenin 
(Dauksta & Weeks, 2013). Wales has the advantage of 
being served by two volume sawmillers, BSW Timber at 
Newbridge on Wye and Pontrilas Timber in Herefordshire. 
There is significant potential now to integrate the 
homegrown softwood supply chain with the construction 
sector. Exemplar projects such as Burry Port infant school 
do not need to remain one-off paradigms but given 
sufficient will on the part of Welsh Government such 
schemes could become the norm. 

Few obstacles stand in the way of mainstream Welsh 
open and closed panel manufacturers to commit to 
implementing use of homegrown softwoods especially 
larch as higher volumes come on stream.

figure 17: A small scale laminating plant in Latvia; appropriate 
technology for Wales 
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The Fforest Lodge ‘Grand Designs’ project demonstrated 
not only that homegrown larch exceeded expectations 
in open panel construction but also demonstrated the 
potential for Japanese larch in joinery. Interior doors, 
skirting, architraves and other interior features were 
all completed successfully using larch from Wentwood 
Forest. American literature recommends use of larch 
in almost every application from sleepers and heavy 
framing to fine interior joinery (Johnson & Bradner, 
1932). Welsh grown larch has been used in fine turnery, 
for instance fig. 18 below shows one of four 1.2 metre 
long finials turned for replacing decayed finials during the 
restoration of a large Victorian house in Rhayader.   

Japanese larch will be sold here in Wales at prices 
significantly lower than in the land of its origin. 
Championing the use of this resource to its full potential 
will hopefully act as the catalyst needed to nudge Welsh 
timber processing firms and downstream manufacturers 
to use this interesting timber more creatively for the 
benefit of the built environment. If larch can be better 
utilised it could serve as a model in order to pave the 
way for uptake of other minor species, using their unique 
properties to their best advantage. 

figure 18: One of four 1.2 metre long finials turned in Japanese larch  
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1.  Introduction 

The purpose of this survey is to determine the quality of 
the larch resource in Wales, and extrapolate this data for 
the Marches.

We now know that the impact of P. ramorum will be 
dramatic with the whole of the UK larch resource 
probably becoming infected and therefore having to be 
felled over the short to medium term. At the start of 
the outbreak it was thought the felling in Wales would 
be conducted over ten years but with the spread of the 
disease increasing substantially in 2012 and 2013 it may 
be that this time frame is too long. The felling period 
will be heavily influenced by weather and the impact of 
sanitation measures.

We know that larch timber has some excellent qualities 
being strong and moderately durable. However, in recent 
decades it has gone out of fashion and been replaced 
by spruce which is faster growing and higher yielding 
although less durable. The conformation of larch stems 
can often be poor, restricting the available percentage of 
longer sawlogs suitable for higher value uses. Even after 
conversion the timber can often be difficult, suffering 
from spiral grain and reaction wood both of which can 
cause drying defects such as twist, spring and bow.

With the increased dominance of spruce as the preferred 
species for sawmillers, markets for larch have declined 
and so the timber has mainly been sold into the sawn 
fencing market. There is a limited demand for larch in 
the round fencing market, e.g. for straining posts where 
its durability when in ground contact is desirable.   More 
recently the biomass market has seen an increasing 
demand for larch, which dries relatively quickly. 

With a large volume coming onto the market we need 
to know the quality of the resource and match it to the 
market place. This information can then be used to assist 
investment decisions for the processing sector and aid 
the marketing strategy.

2.  The Resource

An analysis of the data published by FC statistics shows 
some inconsistency in the figures but broadly it appears 
that ownership and volumes for Wales are:

There are a further 1.7 million m3 in the West Midlands 
which could be increased to approx. 2.25 million m3 
to cover the Marches - this area will be seeking access 
to the same markets as timber from Wales.  Of this 
additional volume about 2 million m3 is in private 
ownership and 0.3 million m3 in public ownership.
The total volume available is approximately 8 million m3 
with 3 million m3 (37%) in public ownership and 5 million 
m3 (63%) in private ownership although in Wales the split 
is 47%/53% by volume.

The larch resource was mostly planted between 1940 
and 1990 with the 1950s and 1960s showing the highest 
planting figures. It is likely therefore that there could 
be a significant percentage of sawlogs although we know 
that the quality of larch is heavily dependent on the 
thinning regime and a lack of management, particularly 
at the time of first thinning, will have a significant impact 
on quality.

  

Ownership       Area (000 hectares)        Volume (million m3)                    

Public        12.3               2.76

Private 8.6 3.12

Total  20.9 5.88  

Survey to determine the quality of the larch 
resource in Wales 

Appendix 1
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3.  The Survey

3.1  Sampling Methodology

Samples were taken from 55 sites across Wales 
(see map). Using the new Natural Resources Wales 
regions 12 sites were surveyed in North Wales, 14 in 
Mid Wales, 12 in South West Wales and 17 in South East 
Wales. 

All sites had a minimum area of 14 hectares, contained 
a minimum of 90% Larch, and were planted at least 30 
years ago.  A photograph for visual reference with a GPS 
position tag was taken at each site. 

On each site one 8m radius plot was taken, the diameter 
at breast height (DBH) of each tree within the circle was 
measured and the top height of the tallest tree in the 
plot was measured. In addition to the 8m plot, the DBHs 
were measured of a further 30 individual trees chosen 
at random across the site and they were assessed for 
suitability of use in the same way as the sample plot. The 
top height of one additional tree was taken on each site.

Each tree was assessed for suitability of use with a 
percentage given for:

a) Construction i.e. 4.9m x 18cm min. top diameter logs.   
 Straightness and knot size are important factors.

b) Sawn fencing or other non-construction uses i.e. 3.7m  
 x 18cm min. top diameter logs. Straightness and knot  
 size are still relevant but the quality is of a lower   
 grade than construction timber.

c) Short sawlogs (for which there is currently only a   
 very limited market) i.e. 2.5m and 3.1m x 18cm   
 min. top diameter logs. This size would be helpful to  
 maximize the productivity from the log with butt
  sweep and poor form often evident which reduces the  
 ability to cut longer logs of sufficient quality.

d) Bars i.e. 2.5m and 3.1m x 14cm min. top diameter.  

e) Biomass/chipwood i.e. 2.5m or 3.1m x 7cm min. top
 diameter. Quality is not an issue for this grade
 although maximum butt size and rot are relevant   
 factors.

The percentages were always attributed to deliver the 
maximum output on the basis that the longest logs would 
give the best return followed by 3.7m logs, 2.5m logs, 
bars and biomass. Clearly, if it were possible to use part 
of the log for construction it would also be possible to 
use it for any of the other categories and changes in 
market prices may result in the crop being cut to produce 
the above in a different order of priorities.

All the sites were surveyed by the same person in order 
to ensure consistency.
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3.2  Location of the sites
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4.  The Results

Table 1  Percentage by product type

Product  %  000m3

4.9m. logs 25 0.56

3.7m. logs 15 0.34

2.5m. logs 15 0.34

Bars 10 0.23

Biomass/chipwood 35 0.78

Product  million m3

4.9m. sawlogs 1.98 

3.7m. sawlogs 0.81 

2.5m. sawlogs 1.14 

2.5m. and 3.1m. bars 0.91 

2.5m. and 3.1m. biomass/chipwood  3.29 
 
  Total      8.13 

Area     No. of sites   4.9m        3.7m         2.5m          2.5m/             2.5m/3.1m     
   surveyed    logs         logs  logs    3.1m bars  biomass/chipwood
         %           %    %           %   %

North Wales           12                     30            8               13          13             36

Mid Wales              14                     22            13   13          13             39

S. West Wales        12                     25            8               16          11             40

S. East Wales         17                     21            4               13          10             52

All Wales               55                     24            8               14          12             42

Area          Total      4.9m        3.7m         2.5m          2.5m/             2.5m/3.1m     
                       resource in    logs         logs  logs    3.1m bars  biomass/chipwood
     Wales       %           %    %           %   %

All Wales              5.88                   1.42           0.47   0.80          0.68             2.5

Table 2  Volume by product type (millions m3)

It is likely that more of the larch in the Marches has been 
thinned and possibly there have been more interventions 
which would suggest a better quality resource with a 
higher percentage of sawlogs and less biomass/chipwood.

Table 4  If	the	figures	from	table	3	are			 	
  added to the Welsh data we have the   
	 	 following	volumes:

Table 3  The following breakout and volumes 
	 	 	 for	the	Marches	have	been	assumed:
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5.  Conclusion

We know that the form of larch can be deceptive 
often giving the impression of a better quality tree 
when standing than felled at which point the lack of 
straightness becomes more apparent.  Therefore, if we 
are to be cautious in the analysis of the data it may be 
sensible to adjust the breakout, reducing the volume of 
4.9m logs and increasing the volume of 3.7m logs to give 
1.5 - 1.75 million m3 of 4.9m logs and 1.0 - 1.25 million 
m3 of 3.7m logs.

Subject to the butt diameter it is probable that some of 
the 2.5m sawlogs could be used in the bar market but 
the reverse is not the case. Therefore, there could be in 
excess of 1 million m3 of bars and failing a new medium 
to high volume market for short logs this volume would 
be absorbed into the bar and biomass/chipwood markets.

Using figures from above, the worst case scenario gives  
2.5 million m3 in total of 4.9m and 3.7m  sawlogs. At a 
conversion rate of 55%, yield of sawnwood is therefore 
1.375 million m3 which would be enough larch for 68,750 
three bedroomed timber framed, timber clad houses 
using 20 m3 per house. Assuming the best scenario of 2.79 
million m3 of sawlogs from Wales and the Marches, there 
would be enough sawn larch for 76,725 timber framed 
and timber clad three bedroomed houses.

Clearly, it is not reasonable to assume that all the log 
material will go into construction as there are existing 
fencing markets to be supplied. However, it may be that 
20,000 – 30,000 houses could be built using Welsh larch.  
In addition, there could be further potential construction 
timber available from the 2.5m logs and bar material. 
However the main challenge remains; how can the 
housing construction sector be encouraged to use the 
available larch resource and, if demand does increase, 
will the sawmill sector be able to supply?

To avoid the real risk of the larch resource being used in 
lower added value markets it is critical these questions 
are addressed with some urgency.
 
The base data for the survey can be found on the Wales 
Forest Business Partnership website at www.wfbp.co.uk

February 2014
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